We present some techniques to obtain smooth derivations of concurrent programs that address both safety and progress in a formal manner. Our techniques form an extension to the calculational method of Feijen and van Gasteren using a UNITY style progress logic. We stress the role of stable guards, and we illustrate the derivation techniques on some examples in which progress plays an essential role.
Introduction
In [FvG99] , Feijen and van Gasteren describe an elegant programming method for the notoriously hard task of constructing concurrent programs. It is based on the calculational method of sequential program derivation from Dijkstra [Dij76] and the axiomatic theory of Owicki and Gries [OG76] . The method starts with a specification that includes an abstract program, called the computation proper, and a formalization of the synchronization requirements. By repeatedly adjusting the program, the requirements are established.
Like the theory in [OG76] , the method in [FvG99] does not address progress. As a consequence the derivations emphasize safety, while progress is postponed and addressed in an ad-hoc manner. However, as progress often plays an important role in concurrent programs, proper derivations need to consider it at an early stage. Thereto, Dongol and Goldson [DG06] provided an extension to the theory in [OG76] , integrating it with the progress logic of Chandy and Misra [CM88] as described in their UNITY formalism.
In the current work, we explore whether the logic in [DG06] can be integrated nicely with the method in [FvG99] such that safety and progress are considered equally in derivations. As the logic allows proofs via algebraic manipulation, we head for a calculational style of derivation. The challenge is to be formal and precise, while keeping the complexity of the derivations low. The approach we have taken is to consider some elementary programs, in a search for techniques and heuristics necessary for smooth derivations.
In particular, we evaluate how the techniques from [FvG99] affect progress, and we develop a number of lemmas, heuristics and theorems to aid derivations. We also emphasize the role of stable guards in the construction of programs by rephrasing the usual informal definition of individual progress. To experiment with these techniques, we discuss the derivation of two elementary programs in which progress plays an essential role.
Other attempts at progress-based derivations do exist. Apart from a progress logic, Chandy and Misra [CM88] also present derivations of concurrent programs. With their method, one performs refinements on the original specification until a level of detail is reached where the UNITY program is 'obvious'. Hence, derivations stay within the realms of specifications until the final step, where the specification is transformed to a UNITY program. However, as each specification consists of a list of invariants and leads-to assertions, it is hard to judge the overall structure of the program. Furthermore, it is difficult to decide when there is enough detail in the specification to translate it to a program.
To illustrate the progress logic, Dongol and Goldson [DG06, GD05] started to integrate progress with program derivation, but the presented techniques are undeveloped. A clear methodology is not provided, and the derivations are quite complex and seem to contain arbitrary design decisions.
Overview In Section 2 we present the necessary background, which includes the logics of safety and progress, and an overview of the method of [FvG99] . Then in Section 3 we present our extensions, which address both progress calculations and program derivations. We present example derivations of an initialization protocol in Section 4 and a mutual exclusion algorithm in Section 5. Finally in Section 6 we conclude this work.
Preliminaries
In this section, we summarize various basic theories as far as we use them in the rest of this work. We describe the programming language used and its semantics in Section 2.1, the safety logic in Section 2.2, and the progress logic in Section 2.3. Then, we discuss stability in Section 2.4 and overview safety-based derivations in Section 2.5. In Section 2.6 we describe a technique for avoiding total deadlock.
Syntax and semantics
A concurrent program consists of a number of sequential programs, which are called its components, to be executed in parallel by interleaving the atomic statements of the components. We adopt a weakly fair scheduling regime so that in the interleaving, no component is neglected forever. The location between two subsequent atomic statements in a component is referred to as a control point. We consider components that communicate via shared variables.
The programming language we use to define each component is based on Dijkstra's Guarded Command Language [Dij76] , where statements take the following form:
We refer to skip statements, assignments and guard evaluations as elementary statements. In concurrent programs, the if statement blocks whenever both B 1 and B 2 evaluate to false, and hence it is important for synchronization. In addition, * [ S ] is used as an abbreviation of do true → S od.
To use the progress logic of [DG06] , each control point is assigned a label that is unique within the component. We use X i to refer to the control point with label i in component X, or to the atomic statement at this control point; the particular meaning will be clear from the context. The elementary statements and statement S are assumed to be atomic, and hence statements are labelled as follows:
The non-elementary statements can be decomposed as follows. A coarse-grained atomic statement i: S j: consists of an atomic execution of S, eliminating all control points within S. A sequential composition i: S 1 ; j: S 2 k: consists of the two statements i: S 1 j: and j: S 2 k:. A selection statement i: if B 1 → j 1 : S 1 B 2 → j 2 : S 2 fi k: consists of: 1. atomic guard evaluation i: (B 1 → j 1 : B 2 → j 2 : ), where a non-deterministic choice between B 1 and B 2 is made if both guards hold, and 2. statements j 1 : S 1 k: and j 2 : S 2 k:
A repetition i: do B → j: S od k: consists of: 1. atomic guard evaluation i: (B → j: ¬B → k: ), and 2. statement j: S i:
For each component X, an auxiliary variable pc X is introduced to model the program counter of component X. Variable pc X is updated implicitly by each atomic statement to reflect the change in the control state. Auxiliary variables are used as a proof aid, and they may not influence the flow of control.
Control points are annotated with a series of assertions, i.e., predicates on the state of the system. An assertion P at control point X i is equivalent to a condition [ pc X = i ⇒ P ], where notation [ F ] denotes formula F surrounded by a universal quantifier binding all program variables. At each control point X i the predicate pc X = i is implicit. In addition, there is a special predicate Pre that describes the initial state of the program, including implicitly that the program counters of the components have their initial value.
Semantics for the labelled elementary statements are provided using both the weakest liberal precondition wlp and the weakest precondition wp as both partial and total correctness need to be addressed. In the definitions below, we reduce clutter by removing mention of the first label.
Definition 1 (Weakest liberal precondition) The weakest liberal precondition (wlp) of a statement S and a predicate P is the weakest predicate that needs to hold before executing S, so that each terminating execution of S ends up in a state satisfying P . For the elementary statements it is defined as:
Definition 2 (Weakest precondition) The weakest precondition (wp) of a statement S and a predicate P is the weakest predicate that needs to hold before executing S, so that S is guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying P . For the elementary statements it is defined as:
Note that for each statement X i we have [ wlp.X i .(pc X = i) ]. In particular, notice that guard evaluations and the skip statement have the side effect that they update the program counter. For the typical synchronization statement S = if B → skip fi , we have [ wlp.(S j: ).P ≡ B ⇒ (pc := j).P ] and [ wp.(S j: ).P ≡ B ∧ (pc := j).P ].
Safety
Safety properties are expressed by assertions. To prove their correctness, we use the Owicki/Gries theory [OG76] using the nomenclature of [FvG99] .
Definition 3 (Correct assertion) An assertion P in a component is correct if it is both locally correct, i.e., it is established in the component:
• if P is an initial assertion in the component:
• if P is preceded by an atomic statement {Q} S, where Q is a pre-assertion of S, then [ Q ⇒ wlp.S.P ] holds. globally correct, i.e., it is maintained by all other components:
• for each atomic statement {Q} S in any other component, where Q is a pre-assertion of S, then [ P ∧ Q ⇒ wlp.S.P ] holds.
We note that the last condition for local correctness (also in [DG06]) may not be appropriate for the atomic evaluation of multiple guards. However, since it gives no problems in our study, we only suggest as an alternative the condition [ Q ⇒ wlp.S.(pc X = j ⇒ P ) ] if P occurs at control point X j .
Progress
To prove progress properties of a program, we use the progress logic from [CM88] as described in [DG06] . It is based on the un relation, which captures the temporal [MP92] notion of 'unless', which is also known as 'weak until'. Expression P un Q denotes that P continues to hold until Q becomes true, but it does not guarantee that Q will become true.
Definition 4 (Unless) For predicates P and Q, condition P un Q holds in an annotated program if
holds for all atomic statements {U } S.
Progress conditions are typically expressed using the leads-to relation , which is related to temporal logic using (P Q) ≡ (P ⇒ ♦Q). Expression P Q for a program denotes that whenever an execution of the program reaches a state that satisfies P , each continuation of the execution will eventually reach a state that satisfies Q.
Definition 5 (Leads-to) For any predicates P and Q, condition P Q holds in an annotated program if P Q can be derived by a finite number of applications of the following rules:
-Immediate progress rule: P Q holds in an annotated program whenever P un Q holds in the program and there exists an atomic statement X i such that [ P ∧ ¬Q ⇒ pc X = i ∧ wp.X i .Q ] holds. The rule of immediate progress, which is the base rule of progress, consists of two parts. The first part is P un Q which requires that each statement in the annotated program either preserves P or establishes Q. To ensure that Q eventually holds, the second part requires that there exists an atomic statement, say X i , such that P ∧ ¬Q implies that control is at X i and X i is guaranteed to terminate and establish Q.
A number of useful lemmas about can be found in [CM88, DG06] . In particular we will use:
Lemma 1 (Properties of ) For predicates P and Q, the following hold:
, provided m is a fresh variable and ≺ is a well-founded order on the type of M , which is an expression over program variables.
Stability
A special instance of the un relation is P un false, for any predicate P . It corresponds to the notion that P is stable, i.e., it is maintained by each atomic statement. Note that a stable predicate does not need to be true initially.
In particular, stability of P ∧ Q follows from stability of both P and Q, but not vice versa. The assumption that evaluating a series of guards is a single atomic statement, may be too demanding for an implementation. The following lemma from [FvG99] shows a technique that exploits stability to relieve this assumption.
where the atomicity of guard evaluation is just per single guard, if (at least) one of the disjuncts B or C is stable under all other components.
Safety derivations
In this section we summarize the programming method of [FvG99] . Program development starts by expressing the program's specification in terms of a preliminary program and some queried assertions. A queried assertion is an assertion that has not yet been proved correct, and it is marked with a '?' before it.
The derivation process consists of turning each of these into a correct assertion. When all assertions (which include those from the specification) are correct, the developed program is correct with respect to the specification. There are three main ways to make an assertion correct:
strengthen the annotation; introduce new statements; and modify an existing statement.
Introducing a new statement, or modifying an existing one may turn all assertions into queried assertions again. Fortunately, this does not happen upon strengthening the annotation, which means we are freely able to add conjuncts to existing assertions. This occurs often enough that we allow multiple assertions (co-assertions) to be placed at a single control point which denotes their conjunction. Hence, annotations {P }{Q} and {P ∧ Q} are equivalent. An important result in [FvG99] is that correctness of each co-assertion may be proved independently. Introducing a new assertion maintains correctness of previous assertions, and typically the weakest possible strengthening that serves the goal is calculated.
Avoiding total deadlock
In [Fei05] a technique to guarantee the absence of total deadlock is described (see also [Moo02] ). In a setting with program counters, it can be reformulated as follows. To establish a condition [ pc X = j ∧ pc Y = k ⇒ Q ], where X and Y are components, j and k are labels, and Q is some predicate, it is sufficient to ensure that Q is (locally) established by each atomic statement that can terminate at control point X j or Y k . If the statement at X j and the statement at Y k are if statements, absence of total deadlock corresponds to the case that Q is the disjunction of the guards of these two statements.
Derivation techniques
In this section, we describe the techniques we have developed for progress-based derivations. We describe some properties of progress claims and lemmas for preserving progress in Section 3.1. The notion of weakest immediate progress is described in Section 3.2. Then we address the role of stability in establishing individual progress in Section 3.3. To aid readability, we postpone our proofs to the appendix, however, an interested reader can refer to the proof to gain a better understanding of the theory.
Maintenance of progress
To aid our proofs and derivations, we have developed the following important rules. These give formal justification to strengthening and weakening predicates in proofs, which are frequently demanded in derivations.
Lemma 3 (Monotonicity) For predicates P , Q and R, the following hold:
-un is monotonic (or isotonic) in its second argument, i.e.,
is anti-monotonic (or antitonic) in its first argument, i.e.,
is monotonic (or isotonic) in its second argument, i.e.,
Lemma 4 (Contradiction) For predicates P and Q, the following holds:
For derivations, it is of utmost importance to know how progress is maintained by modifications of the program under construction. Informally speaking, we can imagine that a progress condition P Q cannot be endangered by statements at control points that cannot be reached from any state that satisfies P . However, the notion of reachability does not really help if at least one program counter does not occur in expression P , or if the components contain repetitions.
Remark 1. Using our experiences we prescribe as a heuristic that progress can be better addressed from the end of a program towards its start.
In what follows, we investigate a stronger approach to this issue, viz. when the proof of a progress property is maintained. We use A |= P Q to denote that condition P Q holds for annotated program A, where the annotation may include queried assertions.
Theorem 5 (Immediate Progress Preservation) Let A be a program, and P and Q be predicates. Suppose A |= P Q holds and some proof of it is based on a certain set of instances of immediate progress. Then for any program B in which these instances of immediate progress are valid, B |= P Q holds.
This theorem suggests an approach in which all applied instances of immediate progress are stored. Correctness of the proved progress properties is maintained by preserving all instances of immediate progress. However, although such a list of immediate progress instances avoids checking all previous proofs after any change to the program, maintaining such a list easily becomes a burden. Fortunately, within our derivations, the immediate progress instances are usually such that they can hardly be falsified upon modifying the program. To address the few cases in which they can be falsified, we will explicitly require dedicated constraints.
Corollary 6 (Annotation Strengthening) Let A be a program and P , Q, U and V be predicates. Suppose A |= P Q holds and [ V ⇒ U ]. If B is a program that is obtained from A by replacing an assertion U in A by assertion V in B, then B |= P Q.
This corollary allows us to strengthen the annotation of a program without having to worry about the program's progress properties. Adding co-assertions to the program is also justified as that is just strengthening the annotation.
An important technique in the method of [FvG99] is strengthening the guard of a selection statement, as it maintains correctness of the (safety) assertions. However, as remarked in [FvG99] , both strengthening and weakening a guard can endanger progress. In our derivations, we will not strengthen or weaken any guard. Instead we will only refine them when necessary, i.e., we gradually impose more (logical) structure on it.
Weakest immediate progress
Following [Dij76, FvG99] , we have come to realise the importance of the wlp in safety-based program derivation. In this section, we search for a similar notion in progress-based derivations. As immediate progress forms the base of , the following is a frequently occurring pattern in derivations.
We investigate a systematic way to compute a predicate Q such that Q R holds by the immediate progress rule for a given statement X i . Since is monotonic in its second argument, we want to obtain a weakest suitable Q which we will refer to as the weakest immediate-progress (wip) condition of X i .
The second part of the immediate progress rule of X i gives the following requirement on Q (after trading):
(1)
The first part of the immediate progress rule is Q un R, which gives the following requirement for each atomic statement {U } S in the program:
Conjunct pc X = i in (1) restricts the statements in component X that need to be considered for (2) to X i . Moreover (1) implies (2) for statement X i as
In general, (2) gives rise to a fixed point computation for the weakest solution of Q in these equations (see [JKR89] ). Note that each approximation of Q contains a disjunct R, which corresponds to a kind of 0-step immediate progress, i.e., [ Q ⇒ R ]. This disjunct ensures that the above proof step is an equivalence, using monotonicity of . In many derivations, this disjunct is not important and we just leave it out.
Individual progress
Individual progress ensures that it is impossible to be blocked at any statement forever. In particular, it excludes individual starvation and deadlock, but it does not guarantee termination of repetitions.
As the control points before and after each atomic statement are different, individual progress is guaranteed if pc X = i pc X = i for each statement X i . This condition can be simplified using the contradiction lemma with P := true and Q := (pc X = i), yielding for each statement X i :
Thanks to weak fairness, this condition holds trivially for each non-blocking statement X i . In contrast, upon introducing a blocking statement X i , we will immediately introduce this condition as a proof obligation.
Individual progress of a selection statement is guaranteed if "eventually one of its guards becomes stably true". When constructing programs, it is easier to rephrase this into: "eventually a stable disjunct of one of its guards becomes true". This is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 7 (Stable Termination) For any atomic statement X i and predicate T , condition true pc X = i follows from condition
and -T is stable in all components different from X.
Notice that due to the monotonicity of , this rule is even an equivalence. For blocking statement X i , application of the implication rule to prove this condition would yield [ pc X = i ⇒ T ], which defeats the purpose of blocking. As suggested by the ground rule of progress in [FvG99] , the other components must have the potential to establish condition T . Therefore it is common to apply induction, often based on their program counters with a well-founded order based on the reverse execution order. In the case where there is just one other component, say Y , we obtain:
Notice that due to the monotonicity of , induction is an equivalence.
Remark 2. In the case that a component is a loop, we break the circular execution order by choosing an appropriate base. As a heuristic, good bases are control points of statements preceding a blocking statement.
For the many statements in component Y that establish T or that are guaranteed to terminate in a control point with a smaller label according to ≺, the above condition can immediately be discharged.
holds, the following condition is guaranteed:
If the base control point according to ≺ contains a statement, we typically exploit the ordering lemma by ensuring that this statement establishes T .
Initialization protocol
As a first example, we consider the initialization protocol for two components from [Mis91] . The protocol ensures that both components have executed their initialization code before the rest of the program is executed. [FvG99] presents a derivation that first emphasizes safety, and afterwards progress is ensured in an ad-hoc manner. The alternative design in [DG06] addresses progress in a formal way, but it is not calculational.
Specification
The starting point is the specification below, which consists of the computation proper and the synchronization requirements to be established.
Statement init.X denotes the (terminating) contribution of component X to the initialization of the system. All variables that will be used for synchronization are fresh, and hence init.X is treated as a skip statement. The queried assertion in component X expresses that init.Y has terminated. In addition to these visible requirements, no precondition may be imposed on the synchronization variables.
Derivation
We are heading for a symmetric solution, and hence our discussions focus on only one of the components, say X. The derivation starts by considering the sole queried assertion, viz. pc Y = 0. Since pc Y cannot be accessed by component X, its local correctness must be established by a guarded skip. For the guard we introduce a fresh variable b X and obtain b X ⇒ pc Y = 0 as required preassertion. Global correctness of assertion pc Y = 0 is guaranteed by the shape of the program. Thus we obtain the following program:
Upon introducing blocking statement X 2 , for individual progress we require true pc X = 2.
To prove this, we want to apply the stable termination lemma for a condition T that implies b X . As we would like to obtain the weakest possible proof obligation, we choose T := b X . Hence, the proof obligation becomes true pc X = 2 ∨ b X provided we require the following constraint:
Since component Y needs to establish b X , we apply induction on pc Y with a well-founded order ≺ that corresponds to the reverse execution order:
We prove this condition by case analysis on j. Thanks to the ordering lemma, we will not consider the above proof obligation for labels j such that statement Y j is guaranteed to terminate. Following our heuristic (see Remark 1), we start to consider label 1.
For the wip calculation of X 2 , the intermediate predicate for requirement (1) must imply pc X = 2 ∨ b X ∨ (pc X = 2 ∧ wp.X 2 .(pc X = 2 ∨ b X )), which simplifies to pc X = 2 ∨ b X . This is useless as it is not weaker than the original.
Condition pc Y = 1 ⇒ b X obtained from the proof above guarantees the absence of individual deadlock of component X upon termination of component Y . We will treat it as a queried assertion b X at Y 1 and deal with its correctness immediately as additional statements may need to be introduced. Global correctness of the assertion is guaranteed as b X is not yet modified in X. Local correctness can be established by inserting an assignment b X := true just before Y 1 (see the program below). Note that this assignment does not endanger correctness of the annotation, and it does not need to be considered for the progress requirement thanks to the ordering lemma.
{formal weakening by lemma 4: contradiction}
This condition guarantees the absence of total deadlock as when both X and Y are at their blocking statement, at least one of their guards is true. The instance of immediate progress used in this proof follows as
holds. Since we will not strengthen any guard, this condition and hence the instance of immediate progress cannot be endangered later on. Note that without the first formal weakening step, the last condition would be pc Y = 2 ⇒ b Y , which is obviously too strong.
To ensure correctness of condition I 3 , we want to apply the technique in [Fei05] . The consequent of the implication can be established by an assignment b X := true or b Y := true just before X 2 . Both preserve the stability constraint, but b X := true defeats the purpose of X 2 . Thus we introduce an assignment b Y := true just before X 2 (see the program below). This assignment does not endanger the correctness of the annotation.
Component X: 0: init.X ; 4: bY := true ; 2:
So far, we have introduced assignments to b X and b Y to guarantee progress. The remaining queried assertion addresses safety. Its global correctness is already guaranteed by the shape of the program. To avoid returning to the original problem, local correctness can be established by an assignment b X := false. However, it may not be inserted just before X 2 , due to our way of establishing condition I 3 . Hence, we also require this assertion at X 4 , and insert the assignment just before X 4 at a control point X 5 .
This new assignment can only endanger assertion b X at Y 1 . Thereto we require a co-assertion pc X = 5, which is correct although its proof requires some annotation that we simply copy from [DG06, FvG99] (see the program below). if bY → skip fi ; 3: {pc X ∈ {0, 5}} bX := true 1:
After eliminating the annotation, we obtain the following program: The next example we consider is Peterson's mutual exclusion algorithm for two components [Pet81] . The derivation in [FvG99] first emphasizes safety based on the safe choice algorithm, and afterwards progress is ensured in an ad-hoc manner. In the alternative derivation in [vdSFvG97] the first emphasis is on progress based on an ad-hoc formalization. The derivation in [vdS03] starts to formalize progress based on an auxiliary notion of overtaking.
Specification
The starting point is the following specification:
if true → 1:
nncs.X true → 2:
tncs.X fi ; 3:
Statement cs.X denotes the critical section of component X, and it is guaranteed to terminate. The non-critical section is not guaranteed to terminate, which is modelled by splitting it into a non-terminating case nncs.X and a terminating case tncs.X. For the required synchronization no statements may be introduced within the corresponding non-deterministic if statement. All variables that will be used for synchronization are fresh, and hence we treat cs.X and tncs.X as skip statements, and nncs.X as a statement if false → skip fi . The queried assertion expresses mutual exclusion of the critical sections.
To simplify the modelling of the non-critical section, it is tempting to use a single atomic statement if true → nncs.X [] true → tncs.X
fi
Regarding the wlp this model is equivalent to nncs.X, and regarding the wp this model is equivalent to tncs.X. However, as the interleaving execution model requires that atomic statements either completely block or completely terminate, this model of a non-critical section is invalid.
Derivation
We are heading for a symmetric solution, and hence we focus on only component X. The derivation can only start by considering the sole queried assertion, viz.
pc Y = 3 at X 3 . Since pc Y cannot be accessed by component X, the way to establish its local correctness is to introduce a guarded skip, say at a new control point X 4 . For its guard we introduce a fresh variable b X and we require as preassertion b X ⇒ pc Y = 3. This is also sufficient for global correctness, in particular under statement Y 4 using its analogous pre-assertion b Y ⇒ pc X = 3. Thus we obtain the following program:
tncs.X fi ; 4:
Upon introducing a blocking statement X 4 , for individual progress we require:
To prove this, we want to apply the stable termination lemma for a condition T that implies b X . It turns out that choosing b X for T gives a stability requirement on b X that is too restrictive. To obtain more manipulative freedom, we introduce fresh variables s X and r X , substitute guard b X by the more generic guard s X ∨ r X , and choose s X for T . Note that a similar substitution could have been performed in our derivation of the initialization protocol, but it would not have been useful. Thus the current proof obligation becomes true pc X = 4 ∨ s X provided we require the following constraint:
Since component Y needs to establish s X , we apply induction on pc Y :
We choose a well-founded order ≺ that corresponds to the reverse execution order. Since the component is a loop, following Remark 2 we should choose the statement preceding Y 4 as a base. In the current program, this happens to be part of the non-critical section, which hardly allows manipulation. Thus we insert before Y 4 a new control point, say Y 5 , containing a skip statement and use it as a base. We prove condition P 2 by case analysis on j. Using the ordering lemma, the base case j = 5 follows from the constraint:
which can be established by modifying the skip statement at Y 5 to s X := true.
In what follows, we exploit the ordering lemma to only consider labels j such that statement j is not guaranteed to terminate.
We require an assertion r X at Y 1 , since it is unreasonable at X 4 . The instance of immediate progress follows from conditions [ wlp.Y 1 .false ] and [ s X ∨ r X ⇒ wp.X 4 .(pc X = 4) ]. Since we will not modify any guard, they cannot be endangered later on.
The instance of immediate progress follows from tautology [ wlp.X 4 .(pc X = 4) ]
Since we will not strengthen any guard, it cannot be endangered later on. Correctness of condition P 4 is guaranteed using the technique of [Fei05] thanks to statements X 5 and Y 5 . Thus we obtain the following program:
tncs.X fi ; 5:
sY := true ; 4:
tncs.Y fi ; 5: sX := true ; 4:
What remains is to ensure that the queried assertions become correct. We first consider queried assertion (s X ∨ r X ) ⇒ pc Y = 3 at X 4 . We split this assertion according to the disjuncts in the antecedent into the two assertions
The simplest way to establish local correctness of (i) is to falsify its antecedent. We choose to modify the assignment at control point X 5 to s Y , s X := true, false. Note that this assignment does not endanger the correctness of the annotation. Global correctness of (i) at X 4 can only be endangered by statement Y 4 . To avoid this, we require pc X = 4∧pc Y = 4∧(s Y ∨r Y ) ⇒ ¬s X , or equivalently pc X = 4 ∧ pc Y = 4 ⇒ ¬s X ∨ (¬s Y ∧ ¬r Y ). To make this condition more homogenous, we split off term ¬r Y and require it as an assertion at X 4 since it would not make sense at Y 4 . The remaining condition pc X = 4 ∧ pc Y = 4 ⇒ ¬s X ∨ ¬s Y is added as a requirement on the program.
Correctness of this condition is guaranteed using the technique from [Fei05] via new assignments X 5 and Y 5 . Using assertion ¬r Y at X 4 , this condition and condition P 4 can be combined into condition
Assertion (ii) at X 4 is equivalent to assertion pc Y = 3 ⇒ ¬r X at X 4 . To make it more similar to required assertion ¬r X at Y 4 , we strengthen it into a queried assertion ¬r X at Y 3 . Note that this strategy is not useful for assertion (i), because local correctness would be hindered by the required stability of s X under Y . Thus we obtain the following program:
Note that variable r X is not used to enclose a critical section, but to enclose a possibly non-terminating non-critical section. What remains is to implement the assignments to s X and s Y , since they are too coarse-grained. Since s X = s Y is maintained by the program, we propose to introduce a variable v and implement variable s X as v = Y . Thus we obtain the program in below, where we have abbreviated the non-atomic non-critical section into ncs.
Component X:
Strictly speaking, the guard of the guarded skip is too coarse-grained for an implementation, since it contains more than one shared variable. However, since one of the disjuncts is stable (by construction), it can be implemented using the guard disjunction lemma.
Conclusions and further work
We have presented techniques for the derivation of concurrent programs, paying equal attention to safety and progress. The techniques extend the calculational method of [FvG99] . While constructing a program, the program text is repeatedly adapted as guided by the open proof obligations. We have investigated what transformations maintain the proved progress conditions.
Our main theorem in this respect is the immediate progress preservation theorem. Straightforward application of this theorem requires maintaining a list of immediate progress conditions. Although this is similar to maintaining the proved assertions for safety, we have not yet developed a convenient notational device. The reason is that we have shown that most of these progress conditions cannot be endangered by the program modifications that we allow. Nevertheless we consider notations an important piece of further work.
We have used a notion of weakest immediate progress to calculate the weakest condition required for progress, similar to weakest preconditions. Our derivations rely on the stable termination lemma, which emphasizes stable guards. Individual progress of a statement is usually said to be guaranteed if "eventually one of its guards becomes stably true", but our experiments suggest rephrasing it into: "eventually a stable disjunct of one of its guards becomes true".
We have illustrated these techniques by deriving an initialization protocol and a mutual exclusion algorithm. Thanks to the ordering lemma, many proof obligations for progress could be discharged trivially. It is further work to address programs that consist of more than two components.
Proof.
Monotonicity of un follows from monotonicity of wlp.
Anti-monotonicity of :
Monotonicity of :
Lemma (Contradiction). For predicates P and Q, the following holds:
Theorem (Immediate Progress Preservation). Let A be a program, and P and Q be predicates. Suppose A |= P Q holds and some proof of it is based on a certain set of instances of immediate progress. Then for any program B in which these instances of immediate progress are valid, B |= P Q holds.
Proof. By the definition of , any proof of A |= P Q consists of a finite number of applications of immediate progress, transitivity and disjunction. Given a proof of A |= P Q such that B preserves each instance of immediate progress in this proof, we show that this proof can be mimicked for B. Thereto we apply induction on the structure of the proof for A: Proof. Thanks to the immediate progress preservation theorem, it is sufficient to show that the instances of immediate progress are preserved. This is the case since strengthening U into V only weakens the individual proof obligations.
Lemma (Stable Termination) . For any atomic statement X i and predicate T , condition true pc X = i follows from condition true pc X = i ∨ T provided that -[ T ⇒ wp.X i .(pc X = i) ] and -T is stable in all components different from X.
Proof.
true pc X = i ⇐ {wip calculation of X i : for X i we get pc X = i ∨ (pc X = i ∧ T ), and the un requirements of the other components follow from the stability of T } true pc X = i ∨ (pc X = i ∧ T ) ≡ {logic} true pc X = i ∨ T
